[Evaluation of appearance with high-speed CE-3dMRDSA in brain].
We evaluated the fitting scan technique for CE-3dMRDSA, and found common ground that determines spatial resolution and time resolution (slab thickness and partition number). We also examined the relation between appearance and time resolution (volume of contrast medium and injection speed). To obtain good image contrast, the volume of contrast medium needs to be at least 7 ml and suitable for an injection speed of 3-5 ml/sec. However, when we increased the volume of contrast medium and decreased injection speed, changes in MRDSA images with time became worse. The measure of the bolus with contrast medium was found to determine image contrast. When contrast medium is injected earlier, it circulates earlier within the brain. If the scan time is not short enough, it is not possible to observe changes in MRDSA images. And when spatial resolution is improved, time resolution becomes worse. Therefore, it is important to find the point of compromise between spatial resolution and time resolution. If we look for anterior MIP images, the CNR in the spatial resolution didn't change, when the slice thickness is more than 3 mm. Because, the partial volume effect decide the image contrast. However, unless the view is from the front, slice thickness influences spatial resolution. Therefore, when we view MIP images from the lateral direction, slice thickness must be set at less than 2 mm. Results indicated that, in CE-3dMRDSA with the fitting technique, slice thickness should be less than 3 mm, partition number 16-20, slab thickness 48 mm, contrast medium volume 7-10 ml, and injection speed 3-5 ml.